Ode to Epaullette
She's a sad female soldier
with a chip on her shoulder.

MORE FUNNY WORDS or NEW MEANINGS:

airotic deluded, only pretending or imagining oneself to be erotic

Anilist a calculating follower of Anil (Shucks, there must be at least one of you out there!)

bottom line cellulite

Catholism New Age holistic philosophy for cool cats (Catholics call it “i e not!”)

detourist a traveller who’s had hir fill of detours, an ex-tourist

doxop a Dr. Duck sop or potion which also works when you are upside down

dramedy It’s the new word for DRAma-coMEDY movies. For real. Don’t blame me this time. But it’s often more apt the other way, COmedy-draMA?

farce majeure This article?

involunteer draftee

kaydo young kaytdid before doing it

Latin Americans US citizens of Latin extraction (All about to be evicted?)

male showmanist one who isn’t embarrassed to be a man

obscenity an outdoor sex show

purrseverance The cat’s lost its tongue. (From persistently licking its paws the wrong way?)

sodium chloride a salt in battery

spy ring a kid’s toy

Taxistan a tax haven country where rich old cabbies go to retire

Urined! a euphemism and anagram for when plans are ruined and you need to cuss in public (Reminds me of when my late father hurt himself and needed to swear in front of me. I was too young to hear real cussin’ so he fiercely shouted “Intercourse!”)

undertaker a person who nicks knickers (steals ladies’ underpants) from clotheslines

vs.-a-vs. an endless fight or debate

withdrawl how Southerners get their money from the bank